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From Discovery to Recovery: Innovations in Resource Development for a Critical Future

- Highlighting innovations in exploration, mining and metallurgy.
- Research developments in the refinement of ore deposit models.
- State of the art techniques for the characterization of Raw Materials

Open call for Sessions, Field Trips, Short Courses and Technical Workshops - November 2020

www.iagod.org Convention Centre Dublin – August 14th – 18th 2022
International Association on the Genesis of Ore Deposits

IAGOD

- Online Access to Ore Geology Reviews
- Hard Copy - Online Access to ELEMENTS

- Global Engagement in Working Groups, National Groups and Commissions
- Supporting Regional Meetings and Symposia
- Special Volumes, Monographs and Guidebooks
- Quadrennial Symposia

Student and Professional Memberships available

Join IAGOD today!

www.IAGOD.org